In 2015-2016, the Turku City Library coordinated a project called “CreaDream Forum in Library”. The project was implemented in cooperation with the Tallinn Central Library, Valmiera Library and Turku Women’s Centre Association.

The project aimed to develop effective practices to promote help for informal educators to increase their competence of supporting people when learning the key skills of modern society. During the project partners developed, tested and analyzed a variety of support activities to this purpose. The main focus in action was to support the building of motivation. The new project “CreaTeams in Library” with more partners will start in September 2017.

Cooperation between the partner libraries has been inspiring, motivating and empowering. A lot of understanding in how to reach the same goal in different ways and with different working methods have been gained.

The experiences of the cooperation has been gathered to the website: www.creativeliteracyturku.com

“We believe in international cooperation and via collaboration we have the best possibilities to create a new kind of boundary breaking library culture.”
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The network could encourage to do more...

If many libraries would do some little things, we could together achieve something bigger.

Come along!

Hi, I’m Kristel and I want to tell you about the methods we use.

www.creativeliteracyturku.com